
Stock markets rose sharply last night in the US as the Federal Reserve
left rates unchanged, as expected, while also reiterating its intent to
keep accommodative monetary policy in place. We note that Fed
officials signaled that they expect to keep interest rates close to zero
until at least 2024, while also forecasting a 2.2% rise in core inflation
(above the bank's 2% target). The unemployment rate in the United
States is now expected to come in at 4.5% by the end of this year
instead of the Fed's last projection back in December which called for
5%.
Fed Chair J Powell alluded to the fact that the US will likely emerge
from the pandemic ahead of the rest of the world: "US demand, very
strong US demand, as the economy improves, is going to support
global activity as well, over time" Powell said last night at his usual
press conference following the central bank's two-day policy meeting.
"When the US economy is strong that strength tends to support
global activity as well" he added.
Policymakers at the Fed released their latest economic forecasts, and
are now expecting the US economy to grow by a robust 6.5% this
year, which would be the region's fastest rate since the 1980's. This
compares with the ECB's expectations for a contraction in Europe in
Q1, with growth of just 4% in 2021 as a whole. 
"I don't worry for the near term - I mean, I'd love to see Europe
growing faster, I'd love to see the vaccine rollout going more smoothly
- but I don't worry too much about us in the near term, because we
are on a very good track, very strong fiscal support coming, now
vaccination going quickly, and cases coming down" Powell said.
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Equities: Risk assets are rallying in Europe this morning after a strong session yesterday
evening on Wall Street and in Asia overnight, Germany's DAX index has reached a new all-time
high this morning around €14,750. This recent risk-on sentiment has come as a result of the
Fed last night committing once again to keeping interest rates low despite forecasting a surge
in economic growth. The VIX volatility index has moved back below $20 for the first time in over
a month. 
Currencies: USD has seen relatively choppy trade since the Fed announcements yesterday,
EUR/USD slightly weaker on Thursday at 1.1943. The greenback has seen support as of late as
Treasury yields rise in the US and investors eye up these bonds as a safe-haven alternative.
Currency traders in Europe will now look to the Bank of England who are due to release their
latest rate decision at midday, and are widely expected to leave their policy on hold. A host of
ECB members are also due to speak today, including President Christine Lagarde.
Safe-havens: Gold took a bid yesterday after a slightly more dovish Fed than was expected,
bringing the metal above $1,750 for the first time since March 1st. Government bonds have
continued to sell off, US 10yr now yielding 1.72% with Germany's 10yr at -0.27%.
Looking ahead: The BOE release will likely be the main focus of the day for markets on
Thursday, and will be followed by the BOJ's rate decision overnight tonight. Next week we will
get the latest sets of Manufacturing and Services PMI data from Europe and the US, which will
likely be the focus for traders. We are also due to get final GDP data from the States and retail
sales figures from the UK towards the end of the week.
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IAG
Aer Lingus and British Airways owner IAG has announced that it plans
to raise about €1 billion through a bond issue, a move aimed at
strengthening the group's finances to help it survive the remaining
months of the pandemic.
IAG last month did state that it has sufficient liquidity to get itself
through the current crisis, but has today made the decision to issue
these latest two bonds as rising case numbers in some nations and
delays to the vaccine rollout in Europe look to slow down the
recovery. The firm said in its statement this morning that the
proceeds from the offering could now be used to "withstand a more
prolonged downturn in air travel" or provide "flexibility to take
advantage of a recovery in demand for air travel".
We note that the senior unsecured bonds will be issued in two
tranches, with €500m of bonds due in 2025 and another €500m due
in 2029, with the final terms due to be determined shortly. Settlement
is expected to take place on the 25th of March.
IAG shares are roughly 1.4% lower on Thursday, trading at £2.131 in
London. The shares have gained over 33% YTD so far from their low
base, having lost a whopping 61% in 2020 as the industry was hit
hard by the unprecedented worldwide travel restrictions.


